
Part 8 - True Constitution Petitions 

INVOCATION:  Beloved Mighty All-Pervading Presence, ‘I AM’ THAT ‘I AM’, Who Has 
Created All and Who Possesses All Virtues; Gift Us With Your Virtue Represented as 
Strength, so We May Pass Every Test To Become the Salvation of Ourselves and the 
World Fulfilling the Divine Plan of Evolution and Ascension Bestowed Upon Us By You.  
Gift Us With Your Strength in Keeping With God’s Will Standing Forth Within Our New 
Garments of Shaddai.  ‘Let There Be Light in this World’!  Pervade Our Soul and Group 
Consciousness With the Pure Radiating Consciousness of Your Love and Light!  May the 
Power and Pressure of Love and Light From Our Mighty Presence Fully Embrace Our 
Consciousness erasing all weariness and imbuing Us With the Strength of Your All -
Governing Love, Power and Wisdom.  Cut Us Free from All outer appearances in the 
Name of God, By the Power of the Sacred Cosmic White Fire Light Substance and the 
Power of the Sacred Heart of Every Ascended Being, from all that is discouraging and 
all human thought-forms and human thought processes, making way for the New 
Adam Lilith Human Race.  Let All Life Be Sustained In the Coming Days Through Our 
Higher Feeling Bodies to Manifest God’s Perfection in All Life.  And So It Is, As Above, 
So Below, As the Soul, So the Universe. 

GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR: - It is with the Greatest of Love and Joy in this Constellation of Dear 
Souls, that We Come Together in This Great Hall of Celebrations.  The Gathering of the Beings 
from All Over the Cosmos have arrived to offer Their Support and to Listen to the Findings of 
the Karmic Board of Directors of which I The Great Divine Director have chosen to step 
forward to Address this Assembly.  Dear Ones, My Colleagues, Brothers and Sisters upon the 
Board, Beloved St. Germain, Lord Jesus the Christ, Esteemed Members of the Elemental Grace 
Alliance Council All, Brother Peter, Distinguish Guests, Elemental Directors, Devas, Angelic 
Host from All Levels of this Mighty God Creation.  WELCOME!  WELCOME!  WELCOME! 

Today is a Milestone within the History of the Whole of God’s Creations, never have We seen 
anything quite like a Gathering for what may appear on the exterior of the outer world as a 
witnessing of a piece of paper that will be Signed by a few, supposedly, unascended beings, 
there upon the Planet We So Love and Call Mother Gaia – Planet Earth!  Today We are seeing 
something Manifest, that what may appear on the surface as an incidental document out of 
sight and yet unknown of by billions of other human beings, yet We tell you, This ‘True 
Constitution’ has been awaited for millennia of this world’s linear time.  This ‘True 
Constitution’ shall change the Fabric or Consciousness Matrices and Grid and Ley Lines, It will 
affect the times lines, both those of the Artificial and Natural Time Cells, It will Pave the Way 
for New Holographic and Dimensional Interfaces and it will open the Doors, Portals and 
Stargates that will now Introduce You to your Galactic and Intergalactic Neighbours to move 
closer to you all, not only in this world but all other worlds and dimensional fields throughout 
This Solar System, This Galaxy, This Universe and This Cosmos.  The Cosmoses are so far 
Stretching, nothing will ever be the same again!  Hail to the Truth! 



These Dear Souls, who have United Together to put into words a desire for change truly do 
not, cannot, yet understand the Significances or Magnitudes of such a Humble and 
Unpretentious Act.  An Act of Pure Love that Constitutes Immeasurable Expansiveness, even 
in Our Eyes. 

Beloved Members of the Elemental Grace Alliance, We the Karmic Board have read your 
Petitions and Accompanying Supporting Discourses, as has all those Present within this Hall.  
Beloved Ones, the Truth is that your Petitions are not a Petition for this specific Part of the 
Divine Plan and We Honour You All for this Self-Realization.  Yes, this Petition for a New ‘True 
Constitution’ has already been Granted to St. Germain long ago, but Dear Ones, your so-called 
Petition is far more than that!  It is the Culmination of centuries of Effort, blood, sweat and 
tears of humanity, dreams and visions and hope for a Higher Expression of God Life there 
upon Mother Earth.  An Apogee of lifetimes of planning, generations of Karmic Resolutions 
and Grants and Dispensations.  So do not, My Dear Friends underestimate the Power, Love 
and Wisdom of your Efforts to help close a painful and in many ways a discouraging chapter 
of human evolution. 

The ‘True Constitution’, We too have read and if you could see what We Can See, you would 
see it Ablaze with The Golden Light of the Fire Letters of the Sacred Cosmic White Fire Light 
Substance and that which is of Grace and Beauty.  The words, each one, yet what you may 
not realize is that around those words has a Language of Light that has not only been placed 
there to Compliment them, but to fill in all that which is unsaid!  The Unsaid Truths, that would 
take up volumes of pages in your handwriting or print, your languages used and 
comprehension of the words you have ascribed to each tiny expression. 

Dear Ones, nothing need be altered or changed, for as I have said, all that is Unsaid, all that is 
Unseen, all that is Divine Truth and Trust, Shall Be Seen, shall be felt far beyond visual physical 
presentation within human conditions, shall SHINE the Light of God into the Hearts of All Who 
Know the True Meaning of God Life, The True Unconditional Love of God, The ‘True 
Constitution’ of the New Human Race Living in a World, a Cosmos, of a single, ‘I AM’ One 
World Nation.  Even this, a One World Nation, is so limiting as to the Truth of what this 
Simplicity Portrays.  But God is Simple, Life is Simple, Truth is Simple.  Simplicity is the 
Expansiveness of All of God’s Creations, only human beings make anything complicated in 
their own eyes!  This ‘True Constitution’ shall challenge and change all of that, sooner rather 
than later! 

It is therefore Declared that upon the Execution of this ‘True Constitution’ the Karmic Board 
of Directors shall be the Authority, the ONLY Authority that shall need to Notarize or 
Authenticate what is presently the practice there upon the planet for any legal document or 
agreement.  Dear Souls, if you are going to think Like God, then you need to Act Like God and 
in this alone you will discover that The ‘I AM’ Presence is the ONLY Governing, All Pervading 
Authority Here and There.  Know then, that so many of the future Cosmic Law Documents, 
Agreements, Treaties, Contracts, Settlements and Truces, where the Cosmic Laws are 
adhered to in the Preparations and Presentations, The I Am Presence is the Notary!  You are 
the Notary!  And Your ‘I AM’ Presence, Your Signature, Your Fingerprint, will Prove that in ANY 
‘I AM’ Judicial Court!  Lady Portia and the Other Mother Goddesses Will see to that!  Beloveds 
Use this Mighty Authority in All you do in the outer world and truly See To Know the Power, 
Love, Wisdom and Justice that it will bring into Manifestation for you and this New ‘I AM’ One 



World Nation!  This will gradually become more and more accepted within your world once 
people begin to understand the Truth of their own Realities and no longer those accepted 
truths as to what is real and what is only temporal.                    (Pause) 

I can feel the Joy and Appreciation building with such Intensity now!  There is so much 
anticipation being Expressed throughout this Gathering, I can see the Impressions Being 
Visualized in so many of the Good To Come for humanity their upon Mother Earth ………… The 
Good to Come …………  I can tell you; the Atmosphere within this Great Hall is pulpable with 
relief, release, liberation.  Yes Liberation!  ‘THE DAY OF LIBERATION’ for the Human Soul to 
Know that the suffering of Humanity can now Truly Come To Pass!  Liberty from all that no 
longer serves, Emancipation from the disillusion of what can and can’t be done or achieved 
by so called mere human beings, Salvation from the lies and illusions of human conditions, 
Freedom from all old restraints and limitations, release and discharge of old karmic patterns 
and outmoded words, thoughts, actions and manifestations that have kept humanity in 
bondage to the incarnational birthing loops having to return to Earth over and over again!  
Yes Dear Ones, Freedom from the incarceration of the human ego- personality mind. 

Dear Hearts, One and All, It Is with the Greatest of Pleasure and Joy, in Divine Justice and in 
Accordance with Cosmic Law, I the Great Divine Director on behalf of the Karmic Board do 
herewith Acknowledge this ‘True Constitution’ to be Executed on the said day of your Earth 
time, 17th September, 2020 at 12:00 Midday London Standard Time.  We do herewith Declare 
that the Constellation, Here, There and Upon All Dimensional Fields, shall be Present and will 
Honour All, Our Divine Covenants and Pledges to Open the Great Doors of Shamballa to Let 
There be more Light in this World.  You have the Blessings of the Karmic Board of Directors 
and as the Gatherings Stand and Lift Their Hearts to you all and all of humanity, to rise to the 
occasion, let the Holy Choirs begin to Sing to You Their God Praises. 

We will wait a short time until the Songs are complete, for there are Others Here Who wish 
to say a few words.  Stop for a Moment to Open Your Hearts and close your eyes Beloved 
Human Family of Light and Listen within the Great Cosmic Silence as the Heavenly Choirs Sing 
in Your Praise for this Mighty Achievement and the Strength, Determination, Devotion and 
Love with which it has been Attained. 

We Will return when you feel the Impression to continue Reading and Listening. 

LORD JESUS THE CHRIST: - I Give God Thanks to the Heavenly Host for this Musical Embrace 
of Light, Sound, Colour and Tone.  Thank You Beloved Brother for your Words of Wisdom and 
the Granting of the Karmic Board’s Permission for this ‘True Constitution’ to be Grounded 
within the Hearts and Minds of all those who are ready and willing to make such dynamic and 
powerful changes within the world, to begin anew with Greater Awareness and Use of the 12 
Divine Virtues of the God Mind Powers within Mankind. 

Today reminds Me, so much of My Experience in bringing the Christ Letters into the world 
and how in 2001 We Knew that it would take time to infiltrate human Consciousness and 
make ever-lasting Impressions upon the Hearts, Minds and Souls of Our Dear Brothers and 
Sisters there upon Mother Gaia.  I See and Know with My Own Connections with the 
Elemental Grace Alliance, that they are just like My Recorder and those that have worked so 
tirelessly around here over the years, just how daunting it all can be.  And yet, time is not a 



limitation and as we can see once again, timing is everything.  I will be brief, as I Know there 
are others who wish to speak. 

Knowing that many thousands, indeed tens and hundreds of thousands, progressing to 
millions will be Magnetized to this ‘True Constitution’ and the Discourses and Granting 
Discourses; I therefore would like to take this Opportunity to place before all who may read 
or listen to this message, that remains as important today as it was in the day of the Christ 
Letters Inauguration as it will be for many decades to come.  I shared this message in My 
Letter Number 9.                                                                                        

It is a matter of extreme urgency that people world-wide should recognize that the TRUTH is, 
you have been born to Individualize and Express the UNIVERSAL, the SOURCE of your BEING, 
in an Evolutionary Manner, eventually reaching peak INDIVIDUALISED Manifestation of Your 
SOURCE of BEING, CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS. 

AND you have also been created to be cared for, nurtured, provided with your every need in 
order to ensure your health, perfect well-being and harmonious prosperity whilst on your 
Soul’s journey to Individualized re-Union with Your Source of Being; Divine Consciousness. 

Until you do grasp this TRUTH of BEING, you will never achieve your True potential on earth 
either physically or Spiritually. 

No country, religious organization and no single person, no matter how humanly exalted he 
or she may be thought to be, will be able to alter the contents of My, Letters since, I, the 
CHRIST, Am also Radiating the TRUTH of BEING world-wide to everyone who is on the Level 
of Spiritual Frequencies to be able to Receive the TRUTH.  Such people Will receive, revere 
and adopt It fully, without reservation, to be their own Guidelines for their thoughts and 
actions. 

If there are those who cannot understand or receive the Letters or Truth, it will be only 
because they are not yet ascended sufficiently to the necessary Level of Consciousness to be 
able to Empathize with them.  Their growth will come later. 

This ‘True Constitution’ does not describe or define such Truths in a way that words in My 
Letters will do!  As Our Beloved Brother has shared, it is not the words seen, but the words, 
Light, Sound, Vibrations Colours and Hues of Christ Consciousness Unseen, that most will 
receive from an Inner Knowing and an Innate Understanding, Unique to that Soul’s 
Incarnations that will ignite a fire within their belly and in turn will turn on dormant Light 
Encodements within their DNA, that shall lead them, if they do not comprehend yet that 
which they need to know. 

This ‘True Constitution’ shall be likened to a Starburst that can capture one’s Imagination, 
Focus and Attention, to pursue that Light and discover where it will lead them!   

Let There Be Light!  For Light Shall Set You Free!  If you have been led here, do not allow your 
human beliefs to stifle the Trust laying with you that this ‘True Constitution’ is acting as a 
Light Switch is turning on for you.  List like your electric light switch, if the bulb is ‘Good to Be’ 
that light, then so too is the Light within you.  The Cosmic Law will not allow more Light 
Quotient than you can handle, but it also will not allow any switch to be ‘flicked on’ unless 



you do it yourself!  You MUST do the Work yourself, that is the Law.  And Service Dear Ones 
is the greatest and easiest way to raise your Light Quotient. 

Know That I Stand Ready to Come and Stand by your side anytime when you call! 

We Are One in that Nation of One God Life. 

Thank you for Listening – I Am The Christ.  And So ‘I AM’. 

LADY PORTIA: - Beloved Brothers and Sisters of this Esteemed Constellation, I Loved this word 
as it portrays such a Greater Expansive Nature of what We are Speaking of on this auspicious 
Day!  Starbursts, Indeed!  How fitting!  Each One Here and There, Standing and Sitting Side by 
Side listening or reading this Grant Proclamation, has their own Star Blazing Forth from 
Within, with God Light and Now a New Constellation is born of that God Light, into a New God 
Life.  This ‘True Constitution’ shall provide the Impetus for many more Starbursts and the 
New Living Group Organism will begin to physically form.  A Supernova of Consciousness, that 
has the Potential and the Power of a Consciousness Stellar explosion!  This may be an over-
stated analogy, but like an astrological event, at this point of this human evolutionary phase, 
it could provide proportionately for a Star Radiating nuclear fusion of a Higher Consciousness. 

I come today Representing the 7th Ray and so this ‘True Constitution’ shall be the Radiation 
of the Ray of Celebration, Divine Alchemy and Transformation, not to dismiss Rays 3 and 5.  
All of which has been noted within the preceding Discourses and the ‘True Constitution’ Itself 
within their respective expressions.  It is still early days where the Third, Fifth and Seventh, 
Ray Living Organism shall require some more specific focus and attention to bring this 
abstraction of an idea down from its etheric structure, to find its point of entry into the body 
of humanity, both into its consciousness and into its outer life and affairs, via each one of its 
focal points, its Ashramic Group Life Membership.  You are acting out, like, in a way, those 
etheric connections which carry into the brain certain frequencies of energy, certain concepts 
having to do with function.  You are the point of contact within the body of humanity which 
is, remember, the brain of the Planetary Logos, for those of Us within the Hierarchy Who are 
Serving with you. 

The Inauguration of the ‘True Constitution’ is just that, the beginning of a New Thoughtform 
made manifest, but the Full Manifestation, that is the True Maturity of this Ideal, to become 
the Idol, must be nurtured, cared for and Embraced by the Mother’s Love!  The Father’s Light 
will do the Work and bring forth the means for that to occur, but do not forget that the 
Mother’s Love God Life from where this Idea was conceived and by which it comes into Life, 
both the Mother and Father must be present at all times, if the Life of this New Living 
Organism will Grow and Develop into its potentiality to Reproduce, Replicate and Magnetize 
and Attract unto itself the same! 

Such Wisdom cannot be permanently limited or imprisoned within any form.  It can be 
temporarily, however.  You can proceed along this path which you have chosen, and you can 
evolve thereby and Serve the Plan.  But you will, of necessity, have to undergo the karmic 
consequences attendant with such a decision.  In addition, you will have to undergo the 
shattering of that form and the necessity of radical change at a later date, whether within this 
incarnation or another. 



When your consciousness has reached this development, this will be its decision; you will 
abstract your security from every outer form, placing it via your own Higher alignment upon 
that Source which feeds you Spiritually, thus aligning and dedicating your instrumentality as 
well as your consciousness to the Divine Plan.  When that time comes, you will make no 
demands upon another, ever again.  When this time comes you will truly have learned to cast 
your bread upon the waters and you will receive whatsoever of the materials, subjectively 
and objectively, of the Economy of the One Life that you can put into Rightful Application of 
Use.  And you will be satisfied with whatever is given to you. 

I will close here, but just before I do, I wish to tell the EGA that the proposals made within the 
Petition have been received and We shall Address them another time.  For the moment, all 
that is required that is before you!  Go forth and multiply Dear Hearts, Heed to Guidance and 
Follow the Laws.  All that you shall need shall be given unto you!  This is God’s Work and as 
God Beings Living in an Image and Similitude, that is the Law! 

I send the Mother’s Love to Embrace you all every day! 

I AM Lady Portia. 

ST. GERMAIN: - Beloved Brothers and Sisters, I too am relieved that the efforts extended to 
the Elemental Grace Alliance has succeeded in achieving such a Grand and Mighty Conclusion.  
But just the same, it must be said, this is only the beginning and just because such an 
attainment has been reached it does not mean the Path becomes any easier.  Quite the 
contrary.  With Greater Awareness Comes Greater Responsibility and those who shall open 
themselves to step forward to engage and bring forward such a Unity Consciousness must 
remain extremely cognizant and mindful, indeed more so than ever before of the continued 
potentials of entanglement within the realms of lower consciousness.  As We have spoken 
about Divine Alchemy and We have engaged in nearly a year of training within the EGA, for 
those who shall follow in their footsteps, must truly understand and comprehend, that 
without the firm foundations of Alchemy and the Formulas of Self-Transformation, one will 
remain prone to the human traps of those old human conditions.  Remember what Jesus 
shared that even He was drawn back into human anger after coming out of the desert.  So 
please Dear Ones do not become complacent about this wonderful achievement producing 
and ratifying this ‘True Constitution’. 

Yes, the Adoration is justified, but the Celebrations will end soon, and the True Tests will place 
you on your Guard again to take it all to the next levels!  I tell you, few today are aware of the 
Degrees of Power which God has conferred upon mankind through the Gift of Consciousness.  
Few are aware that they possess the Power of Focalization and Intensification in the proper 
exercise of their Attention through individual consciousness; nor do they realize that the 
interpretive and discriminatory action of the God Self Enables them to take firm Hold of the 
Reins of Power, to be in control of their lives and to be less distracted by the social and karmic 
responsibilities that are daily thrust upon them. 

The statement made of old ‘He that is slow to anger is better than the mighty’; and ‘he that 
rules his spirit than he that taketh a city’ should be understood.  Were it so, more Adepts and 
Masters would arise in every generation to take the Reins of Dominion over themselves and 
their worlds?  It is an act of utter Compassion for Universal Law and for Universal Love for you 



to obtain Dominion over the finite self.  When this happens in your life and happen it shall, as 
the Laws are made Known, you will realize that you cannot remain a novice and still be a 
Master.  Although you live in the plane of the human consciousness, you must not be subject 
to its depredations. 

Inasmuch as the world is filled with idle minds and ‘idling minds’, even when housed in a 
dedicated Consciousness, are often tools of the lower consciousness become the man or 
woman of deeper Truth to recognize that he or she alone can and must govern his or her own 
world through the right use of Power.  In this sphere of cosmic coexistence, where the 
energies of the macrocosm and the microcosm flow as one, there is a daily release of Great 
Power from the Godhead and a subsequent abuse of that Power by mankind.  Some men and 
women watch the abuses of others and then respond with an equal or greater abuse of 
Power; thus, they gauge their ‘power train’ according to the qualifications of Power by 
individuals and society.  This is not Action, but reaction. 

Others, sometimes consciously and deliberately and at times thoughtlessly or unconsciously, 
generate discordant thoughtforms and auric emanations from their beings through the 
triggering action of bad habits and momentums.  I would like to list some of these abuses of 
Power in order that you might perceive how people become the unwitting tools of subtle 
qualities of negation and how they take in, amplify and discharge this noxious substance into 
the Planetary Atmosphere. 

First there is boredom, an indifferent state of mind wherein all seems quite profitless to the 
individual who cannot see beyond the vanity of this world to the reality of the next.  In this 
disenfranchising state, akin to a vacuum, men and women denude their Souls of vitality.  Then 
there is dissatisfaction, in which men and women assess their own progress or lack of it and, 
by dishonesty in self, or self-deceit, are unwilling to admit their role in fashioning their own 
weaknesses. 

Instead, they effect a transfer of responsibility to others, assigning them the blame for their 
own failures or lack of progress.  Often carried on at subconscious levels, this ruse of the 
carnal mind remains the primary cause of personal stagnation. 

Then, too, there are numerous types of fear.  One of its most devastating forms which I desire 
to call to your attention is that which even the sincere sometimes attribute to the Godhead 
given men’s or women’s propensity to fashion their gods after themselves.  It is the altogether 
human quality of whimsy, which stems from a deep-seated insecurity. 

Although they themselves have a whimsical nature, they cannot bear the thought of being 
subject to a whimsical God.  Therefore, they conclude for dark and unclear reasons unknown 
even to themselves, that their lifestreams are not in favour with the Universe and that they 
must withdraw there from.  In this anxious frame of mind, they may tend toward aggressive 
forms of rebellion or their attitude may become one of servility, wherein they easily tolerate 
feelings of lethargy, depression and hopelessness. 

There is the vibration of doubt which we would also touch upon.  Doubt stems from the fear 
millstone about their necks.  How unfortunate!  For if they are to be free from the shackles of 



an ancient dogma, they must open wide the doors of their minds, without fear and without 
prejudice. 

Dear Ones, All this being said, I Know the efforts that have been made to date, I Know the 
Hearts, Minds and Emotional Bodies of all who have been partaking within the Elemental 
Grace Alliance and the different groups at the different levels of engagement and giving of 
one’s energy and this is a time for Celebration and for some, a time to rest and recalibrate for 
the next stages soon to arrive upon your Doorsteps.  Enjoy these moments Dear Hearts as We 
will Celebrate with you! 

Grateful are We that this ‘True Constitution’ will soon become a Reality, One We have been 
waiting for, for so long.  Congratulations on a job well done! 

I Am St. Germain, Your Holy Brother. 

And So Ends this Response to the Petition Applications for the Permissions Granted by The 
Karmic Board of Directors for this ‘True Constitution’.  

to be Executed and Consecrated on the New Moon, 17th September 2020 at 12:00 Noon 
London GMT! 

APPROVALS AND BLESSINGS 

‘I AM’ The Resurrection And The Life. 

‘I AM’ The Way, The Truth and The Life. 

‘I AM’ The Open Door Which No Man May Shut.  

‘I AM’ Your Glory, Eternally Within This Immortal Manifestation.  

‘I AM’ Incorruptible, ‘I AM’ Indestructible, ‘I AM’ Untouchable. 

‘I AM’ God’s Love, Wisdom And Power, Inexorably Complete.  

‘I AM’ The Governing Presence, Governing In Perfect Divine Order, Commanding 

Harmony, Happiness and The Presence Of God’s Opulence In My Mind, My Home and 

My World. 

‘I AM’ The Governing Presence, Fully And Consciously Aware That I Have Set In 

Motion The Full Power And Intelligence Of God Producing The Desired Conditions 

and That They Are Thus Self-Sustained. 

‘I AM’ The Conquering Presence. 

‘I AM’ The Harmonious Presence, Ever Pervading Whatever The Condition May Be. 



‘I AM’ The Active Presence Of All Channels Of Distribution Of All Things Acting For 

My Good And The Good Of All God Life. 

‘I AM’ The Opulence Of God In My Hands And Use Every Day.  

‘I AM’ The Active Presence, Bringing Money And Resources of whatsoever Nature 

Into My Hands And Use Instantly. 

‘I AM’ The Presence Of Perfect Health. 

‘I AM’ The Presence Of Forgiveness In The Mind And Heart  

Of Every One Of God’s Children. 

‘I AM’ The Pure Mind Of God. 

‘I AM’ The Presence Thinking Through This Mind And Body. 

‘I AM’ The Presence In My Mind, Home and World.  

‘I AM’ The Only Presence And Intelligence Acting Within Another Individual.  

‘I AM’ The Only Real Presence And Activity Anywhere.  

‘I AM’ The Controlling Master Presence, Always Victorious. 

‘I AM’ Everywhere Present, Here And There.  

‘I AM’ Always Loving Obedience Unto The Light.  

‘I AM’ Thy Kingdom Come. 

‘I AM’ Thy Will Being Done. 

‘I AM’ On Earth Even As ‘I AM’ In Heaven. 

‘I AM’ Giving Your Gifts Daily To All. 

‘I AM’ Forgiving All Life Each Moment No Matter How Small. 

‘I AM’ All Life Forgiving Me. 

‘I AM’ Leading By Example All God’s Children Away From Temptation.  

‘I AM’ Delivering All God Life Away From Every Un-Loving Condition. 

‘I AM’ Your Kingdom. 



‘I AM’ Your Power And Your Might. 

‘I AM’ Your Peace, Your Grace and Your Mercy.  

‘I AM’ Your Unfailing Life. 

‘I AM’ THAT ‘I AM’. 

FOR THE GLORY OF THE ONE – ‘I AM’. 

 


